
HALF-DAY BRIEFING 
09.00 – 13.00

£249 
+VAT

EACH COURSE IS LIMITED 
TO 20 DELEGATES

Birmingham  18 April 2019 
London 23 April 2019
Manchester 09 May 2019

Leeds  15  May 2019
Nottingham 21 May 2019
London 13 June 2019

Driving for work

Driving is the most dangerous work activity that most people do. Every year 
500 people are killed, and 5,000 seriously injured, in collisions involving 
people driving for work.* Employers must be able to show that they manage 
all of their drivers, including those who use their own vehicles. Drivers must 
be properly trained, fit, licensed, business-use insured and all vehicles  
must be fit for purpose.

Fleet-tracking systems and GPS allow employers to monitor their drivers.  
You need to decide how you will use this data and what to do with 
information that shows a vehicle has been unsafely driven.  
Drawing on the experiences of a former Inspector  
in the Central Motorway Police Group, each  
briefing covers fatigue, substance abuse,  
misuse of electronic devices and  
employer responsibility. We also  
consider how road traffic incidents  
are investigated and how Brexit  
is affecting European licence  
regulations and insurance.

*ROSPA

eversheds-sutherland.com/training

GPS, police and law

http://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/training
https://twitter.com/ESlawtraining
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/eversheds-sutherland-law-training/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/evershedssutherland/


Who should attend?
Directors, office/facilities managers, HR, health 
and safety and occupational health professionals 
will all benefit from attendance.

Delegates will gain an insight into:
— new penalties, current enforcement priorities  
 and recent case-law

— health and safety law relating to workplace  
 driving plus criminal liability

— individual and organisational responsibility  
 and who manages vehicle safety?

— the mind of the investigator: insight from 
 a former Police Inspector

— what police questioning feels like

— fatigue and fitness to drive

— driving licence, insurance and roadworthiness  
 checks: frequency?

Speakers
The speakers may vary at each location but each perspective will be covered.

Philip Crosbie
Principal Associate, Health, Safety  
and Environment 

Philip appears before the Magistrates’ Court in relation to traffic  
offences and the Traffic Commissioner on fleet management issues.  
He advises on transport risk, audits and driving for work processes. 
Philip also helps clients following serious incidents and  
fatalities and deals with the Police and the HSE.

Inspector Paul Bennett (retired)

Paul has 25 years of road policing experience. His team dealt with  
over 100 fatal accidents and 200 serious incidents every year. He has 
helped professionalise road death investigation including pioneering 
family support. It’s cases have included public figures and his work  
has included handling the Press and media including Crimewatch.

Kevin Elliott
Partner, Health, Safety and Environment

Kevin advised a FTSE 100 plc following a work related driving fatality 
that led to the organisation being investigated for the offence of 
corporate manslaughter.

£249 
+VAT per delegate

EACH COURSE IS LIMITED  
TO 20 DELEGATES

Programme 
09.00 - 13.00 

09.00 registration and coffee, 09.30 start

Driving and the law
— who are your drivers: work-supplied vehicles,  
 grey fleet, volunteers?

— typical offences: driving, HR and health and safety

— Government and HSE objectives, and  
 Highways England

— who is responsible for what: the organisation,  
 the individual or both?

— European licensing and insurance post-Brexit

Driver data: purpose and usage
— licences, insurance and MOTs

— fuel cards and telematics: tracking data

— evidence of speeding and inappropriate driving:  
 is it used and how

— data privacy and police access?

Key risks and mitigation
— health checks and fitness to drive

— medicines, fatigue and substance abuse

— phones and electronic equipment: have you  
 done enough?

— driving policies and the meaning of  
 ‘reasonable practicability’

— rumour and gossip: when to act and what  
 to document

A police investigation
— wide, thorough and probing

— the impact of a police interview

— recent prosecutions and lessons learnt

13.00 close, followed by lunch
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eversheds-sutherland.com/training

Follow us @ESlawtraining

Join Eversheds Sutherland Training on LinkedIn 

Follow @ESlawtraining on Facebook

http://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/training
https://twitter.com/ESlawtraining
https://twitter.com/ESlawtraining
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/eversheds-sutherland-law-training/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/eversheds-sutherland-law-training/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/evershedssutherland/
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